
The Fading Distinction Between City and Suburb
Source: The Atlantic

Are American communities experiencing “the Great Inversion," i.e. a reversal of fortunes in which cities
grow as suburbs decline? While the traditional suburban lifestyle continues to be widespread, new
research shows that key features of suburban life not only remain commonplace in the suburbs but are
often continued by high-income people even after they move to cities.

Making sense of the story

 Using data from Canada's 2006 census on before-tax average income, the researchers grouped the
census metropolitan areas into eight "neighborhood types" based on three key variables:
homeownership rate, share of population living in a detached single-family house, and share of
people who commute by car.

 The most interesting finding concerns the "consistently positive relationship between suburban
ways of living and higher incomes." Richer people, the researchers found, tend to own single-
family homes and drive cars even when they live in highly urbanized neighborhoods.

 The study shows that even though there is a diverse range of suburban and urban neighborhoods,
the affluent people who live in them lead relatively similar lifestyles.

 Consequently, when the rich move back to cities, they take their preferences for and abilities to
purchase larger homes or condos and private cars.

 The rich are more suburbanized regardless of where these suburban ways of living occur—a
downtown condo or a suburban detached home.

 Households making $100,000 per year are more than three times as likely to live in suburban
rather than urban neighborhoods, whereas households making $0 to $19,900 per year are almost
five times less likely to live in suburban as opposed to urban neighborhoods.

 As housing costs rise and commuting becomes more arduous, higher income people live closer to
the urban core in condos and rentals.

Read the full story
http://www.citylab.com/politics/2014/10/the-fading-distinction-between-city-and-suburb/381096/



In other news …

Tight Credit? Even Ben Bernanke Couldn’t Refinance His Mortgage
Source: Wall St. Journal

The former chairman of the Federal Reserve, Ben Bernanke, recently commented in a speech that he was
unable to refinance his mortgage as a sign of credit conditions in the country. But his larger point was that
lenders have grown to rely heavily on automated underwriting systems and the requisite documentation of
borrower incomes, the sources of their down-payment funds, etc. which can result in qualified borrowers
being turned away.

Read the full story
http://blogs.wsj.com/economics/2014/10/02/tight-credit-why-ben-bernanke-couldnt-refinance-his-
mortgage/

Analysts Expect Home Price Appreciation to Continue Slowing
Source: DSNews.com

Analysis from housing experts suggests that many metros around the country will see home price
appreciation switch to a much slower track—or even decline modestly, in some cases—as the factors
directing the momentum of the last few years diminish and fundamental drivers start playing a bigger
role. Annual price appreciation regularly topped 10 percent nationwide in 2012 and 2013; however, as of
July, yearly growth was down to 5.6 percent.

Read the full story
http://dsnews.com/news/10-01-2014/analysts-expect-home-price-appreciation-continue-slowing

Attend Berkeley’s 37th Annual Real Estate & Economics Symposium

On Nov. 3, join one of the most prestigious economic/real estate conferences in the country when
Berkeley’s Fisher Center for Real Estate & Urban Economics hosts its 37th Annual Real Estate &
Economics Symposium at the Westin St. Francis in San Francisco. Attendees can expect a professional,
high-powered event that attracts several hundred attendees annually. The Symposium features a
distinguished group of experts in real estate, finance, government, and academia, who evaluate and
discuss real estate and financial markets. Many of the best business minds and most important decision-
makers in the country examine how the political and economic environment will impact real estate and
business today, and share their expert views on what lies ahead, providing the information and the
perspective needed to have the competitive edge to prosper in our changing times.

Register here
http://groups.haas.berkeley.edu/realestate/ExecEd/fall_symposium.shtml



Help for mortgage seekers who don't fit the mold
Source: L.A. Times

Due to the impact of federal rule changes, it can be difficult for potential homeowners to qualify for a
mortgage if they don’t conform to all the underwriting mandates on credit, income, debt-to-income ratio
and other criteria. To service these buyers, a new segment of the mortgage market has begun taking
shape: "non-Qualified Mortgage" or non-QM lending. Interest rates are typically higher.

Read the full story
http://www.latimes.com/business/realestate/la-fi-harney-20141005-story.html

Are millennials starting to embrace the American Dream?
Source: CNBC

Millennials have been deemed "generation rent” thanks to their urban, mobile, and risk-averse lifestyles,
not to mention student debt. But are they inclined to never purchase a home? Robert Shiller, Nobel
laureate and co-creator of one of the most widely watched home price indexes, commented, “Young
people today seem to have a less warm attitude toward housing. I don't know why, I'm not one of them.”
Millennials are expected to spend $1.6 trillion on home purchases over the next five years.

Read the full story
http://www.cnbc.com/id/102048999

Time to shake up housing finance
Source: Financial Times

Charles Goodhart, a research director for the financial markets group at the London School of Economics,
writes in an op-ed for the Financial Times that “the failure to reform housing financing in the aftermath of
the financial crisis has been a missed opportunity, indeed a tragedy.” He advocates for reducing the
maturity mismatch and to increase the equity share in both housing and other kinds of finance, such as
encouraging covered bonds.

Read the full story
http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/5220f6f0-399f-11e4-93da-00144feabdc0.html#axzz3FO0WpIgM



What you should know …

 U.S. households feel much better about their personal finances, job security, and future economic
prospects than they have at any point since mid-2009, according to a recent survey conducted by
Absolute Strategy Research (ASR).

 More consumers say they are better off financially now than a year ago, compared with the share
saying they are worse off. Plus, a high 83 percent of workers feel very or fairly secure in their
current jobs.

 According to the ASR poll, 35 percent of consumers think they will be better off financially a
year from now, outnumbering the 12 percent who expect to be worse off. Driving that hope is
expectations about pay: 31 percent think their personal income will be higher over the next 12
months versus 14 percent who expect a pay cut.


